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i. INTRODUCTION 
L inear  constant  coefficient differential algebraic equat ions (DAEs)  
Ax'(t) + Bx(t) = q(t) 
are best understood. Well-known classic tools to investigate them are the transformation i to 
Kronecker normal form and the decoupling by means of Drazin inverses and spectral projectors. 
For a respective survey, we refer to [1]. No doubt, both tools are very smart. However, of 
course they also have certain disadvantages. In particular, there are no sufficiently good ideas on 
appropriate generalizations for variable coefficient linear DAEs and nonlinear ones, respectively. 
A different way (e.g., [2]) to deal with DAEs consists in decoupling them by means of a special 
matrix and projector chain. Fortunately, the matrix and projector chain approach applies also in 
the case of general variable coefficient equations (e.g., [3]). Further, there is some first experience 
to use those decouplings via linearizations for lower index nonlinear problems. In particular, 
M~rz [4] proposes a special choice of the projector chain leading to a simple but complete de- 
coupling of index 2 linear constant coefficient DAEs. Those projectors are called canonical ones. 
They are approved to be a useful tool, e.g., for stating local solvability, asymptotical stability 
(cf. [4]). 
Actually, some of the most important questions in discussing DAEs seem to be whether 
the DAE induces a vector field on a manifold and how the state manifold can be described 
in terms of the original DAE (cf. [5,6]). Also from this point of view the canonical projector 
chain has proved its value (e.g., [7]). 
On this background, the present paper aims at improving the projector chain even for the 
constant coefficient equations. In Section 2, it is shown that the projectors Pj may be chosen 
such that they are canonical; i.e., the related decoupling becomes complete. Section 3 describes 
both the induced vector field and the state manifold in terms of the matrix chain and the canonical 
projectors P0, . - . ,  P~-1. More precisely, the state manifold is proved to be im P0"" • Pt,-1. Finally, 
comparing with the spectral projector decoupling (Section 4) shows that P0""  Pt,-1 represents 
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in fact the projector onto the subspace corresponding to the finite eigenvalues of the matrix 
pair {A, B} along its infinite eigenspace. 
Notice that the matrix chain and the canonical projectors are available in practice. In par- 
ticular, they may also be used for testing numerically the index, for obtaining consistent initial 
values, etc. It seems that there remain a lot of further good possibilities to be exploited. 
2. CANONICAL  PROJECTORS AND 
COMPLETE DECOUPL ING OF  DAES 
Linear constant coefficient DAEs have been studied for many years. They are well understood. 
Given a coefficient pair {A, B}, A, B c L(R m) which forms a regular matrix pencil AA + B, 
the DAE 
Az' (t) + Bx(t) = q( t) (2.1) 
may be reduced to its Kronecker normal form 
u'(t) + Wu(t) = r(t) (2.2a) 
Jv'(t) + v(t) = s(t) (2.2b) 
by transforming the pencil 
J is a nilpotent Jordan chain matrix. Its Riesz-index # (J~ = 0, j~- I  ¢ 0) is said to be the 
Kronecker index of both the pencil and (the coefficient pair {A, B} of) the DAE. 
Of course, the transforms E, F are not known explicitly which causes this procedure to be not 
very useful in view of practical computations and when asking for generalizations, too. This is 
why one tries to decouple (2.1) by means of certain projectors that are better available. One such 
possible decoupling isrealized by means of the following matrix and projector chain. Put A0 := A, 
B0 := B, further 
Aj+I := Aj + BjQj, Bj+I := BjPj, j >_ O, (2.3) 
whereby Qj • L(R m) denotes a projector onto the nullspace ker Aj, Pj := I - Qj. 
The sequence A0, A1,... is known to become stationary, i.e., A~+j = A~, j >_ O, supposing the 
pencil AA + B is regular [2]. 
Choosing somewhat special projectors Qj within (2.3), we obtain an appropriate tool for de- 
coupling the DAE (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Given a regular index # DAE (2.1). 
(i) Then Ao,... ,  A~-I are singular but A~ is nonsingular. 
(ii) dimker Aj+I = dimSj N kerAj, where Sj := {z • IRm: Bjz • imAj}, j _> 0. 
(iii) The projectors Qo,..., Q~-I may be chosen such that 
QjQi = O, for i < j. (2.4) 
The proof is referred to [2, Section 1]. 
Due to (2.4), all of the products of projectors arising in 
I = P,-1 + Q,-1 = Po"" P,-1 + QoP1.." P,-1 +""  + Q,-2P,-1 + Q,-1 (2.5) 
or 
I = Po + Qo = Po"" P~,-1 + Po"" P~-2Q~,-1 +""  + PoQ1 + Qo (2.6) 
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are projectors again. Further, (2.5), (2.6) represent appropriate decompositions for decoupling 
the DAE. In particular, assertion (ii) yields 
S,-1 n ker A+,-1 = {0}, 
which allows us to choose Q~,-1 to project onto ker A,_,  along S,-1. Then [8, Lemma A.14] the 
identity 
Qt~-i = Q~-IA~IB~-I (2.7) 
holds true. The Qt,-1 is called a canonical projector. 
Return to the DAE (2.1) and scale it by A~ 1 to 
Pu-I " "" Pox'(t) + A~l Bx(t) = A-~lq(t), (2.8) 
taking into account hat (2.3) implies 
A = A,P,-I... Po. 
Assume (2.4) to be valid. Then we decompose (2.8) by (2.5), that is, we multiply (2.8) by 
Po"" P~-I, QoPI"'" P~-I , - - . ,  Q~-2" P~-I and Q~-I, respectively. This gives, after some tech- 
nical computations, the system 
Po"" Pt,-lx'(t) + Po"" P~-IA~iBPo "'" P~_ix(t) = Po"" Pt~-lA~lq(t), (2.9a) 
(Qo ) I P2 QlX'(t) 
Q1 Q2x'(t) 
- -  . " ' .  " . .  . 
Q~-2 Pk-2 Q~_lx'(t) 
I (2.9b) 
Qox(t) ~ [ QoPo...P,-lx(t) ['QoP1 ""Pt,-1A;lq(t)) 
+ Qlx.(t) } [ + . = [QIP2...Pt,-IA;lq(t). , 
\ Q~-2(t) ] \ Qk-2Po ..'. P~-lx(t) \ Q~_2P,_IA-~lq(t) 
Q~_lx(t) + Q~-IP0.. .  P~_ix(t) = Q~_yA~lq(t). (2.9c) 
Here we have denoted shortly (~j := QjPj+I""P,-IA-~IBj, j = 0,. . . ,#- 2, Q,-I = 
Q~_IA-~IB~_I. The first equation (2.9a) obviously represents he inherent in (2.1) regular ODE 
for the component Po"" Pt,-lX (the state variable). This part corresponds to (2.2a). The 
other equations axe to determine the components Q~_ ix, . . . ,  Qox. In particular, Qt,-lx is given 
by (2.9c). The part (2.9b) appears for # _> 2 only. However, if it >_ 2, then Q~_2x is obtained by 
differentiating the expression for Qk-lX and so on. 
As mentioned before, we can choose Q~-I to be canonical, i.e., to satisfy (2.7). If we do 
so, we have Q~-I -- (~-1,  hence, Q~-IP0"" P~-I = Qt~-lPo"" P~-I = Q~-IP~,-1 = o, and 
(2.9c) simplifies to 
Q,-lx(t) = Q,-lA~lq(t). (2.10) 
Thus, there is no more coupling between (2.10) and (2.9a). However, there remains a bother 
coupling of (2.9b) and (2.9a). Is it possible to drop the related coupling terms in (2.9b) in a 
similar way by special projectors also? 
First of all, (~j is easily checked to be also a projection matrix onto ker Aj, 0 _< j < it - 1. So 
we are asking for projectors atisfying the relations 
Qj = (~j = QjPj+I... P,-1A;1Bj, j = 0, . . . ,  it - 1. (2.11) 
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Those projectors are called canonical ones. Clearly, (2.11) yields (~jP0"" P,-a = Q jP0""  
P,-I = Q jP j " 'P , - I  = 0 for j = 0,...,/~ - i. Hence, if we choose canonical projectors in 
advance, then the coupling terms in (2.9b) disappear. But, may we choose those canonical 
projectors, do they exist? The answer is given by the next theorem. Fortunately, those projectors 
do exist. 
EXAMPLE i. Many  authors are interested in semi-explicit equations where the derivative free 
equations are split off, say 
0 ' \B~I B~}"  
Supposing Axl is a regular block and A, B form a regular index 1 pencil, we have 
( _Al: A12G2~ B21 -1 -1 ) -A l l  Al~G22 B22 (2.13) 
whereby G22 := B22 - B21An1A12 is a regular block due to the index 1 property. Recall that 
Qo projects onto 
kerA = { ( : ) :Anu+A12v=O} 
along 
SO : { ( : )  :S21~q-B22v=O} • 
If, additionally, All = I, A12 = 0, then Qo simplifies to 
(0  Oi) (2.14) Qo= B~IB~ • 
THEOREM 2.2. Given a regular index I~ matr/x pair {A, B}. Then there are projectors Qo,..., 
Qu-1 6 L(R m) such that 
Qo = QoPl"'" Pz-I A-ulB, 
Qi = QjPj+I... P,-xA;ZBPo ''' Pj-1, j = 1,..., # - 2 
Q. - I  = Q, - IAS I  BPo "'" P~-2. 
The proof is given in the Appendix. At this place, it should be mentioned that Theorem 2.2 
generalizes [8, Lemma A.14], which applies in the index 1 case. 
3. DESCRIB ING THE CONSTRAINT  MANIFOLDS OF DAES 
BY  MEANS OF CANONICAL  PROJECTORS 
In general, DAEs are closely related to vector fields on manifolds (cf. [5]), but both the related 
vector field and the manifold are not known explicitly. Thus we try to describe them in terms 
that are available in practice. Consider the homogeneous equation 
Ax'(t) + Bx(t) = 0, (3.1) 
where {A, B} forms a regular index # pencil. Surely, if the Kronecker normal form (2.2) of 
this DAE were given and k denoted the dimension of the u-component, we would see immediately 
that the v-component vanishes identically and 
:: } 
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represent the vector field on the state manifold generated by (3.1). However, both the trans- 
forms E, F and the system matrix W are not well available in practice. 
Let us return to the original DAE (3.1). Introduce the subspaces (cf. [6]) 
Go := {(x,z)  E R m × R m : Az+ Bx  = 0}, 
Mo := {x E R m : Bx  E im A} = lrzG0. 
Thereby rz is the projection onto the first component of R m > R m. If the Cl-function x(.) : J 
R m solves the DAE (3.1), then the relations 
(x(t), x'(t)) E g0, t e J, 
x(t) • Mo, t • J, 
are valid, further 
(x(t),x'(t)) • TMo = Mo × Mo, t • J, 
where TMo denotes the tangent bundle of M0, thus 
(x ( t ) ,x ' ( t ) )eg l :=gonTMo,  t• J ,  
z(t) • M1 :=  7rxg l ,  t • J .  
Next we describe the set 
G l={(x ,z )•R  mxR m:Az+Bx=0,  Bz• imA} 
and its projection M1 in more detail. For these aims, we decouple the linear systems 
Ax + Bx  = O and Ay + Bz  = O 
by means of the canonical projectors provided by Theorem 2.2. This leads to 
Po""  Pt,-lZ + Po""  P~- IA~IBPo "'" Pg - lx  = 0, (3.3a) 
• = - ' "  • , (3 .3b)  
Pk-2 
\ Q~,-2x / 2 I \ Q,,- lZ / 
Q~- lx  = O, (3.3c) 
as well as 
Po""  P~,-ly + Po""  P~,-1A~IBPo "'" P~,-lz = O, (3.4a) 
Q._~z =0. (3.4c) 
Obviously now we have due to (3.3) 
Mo = {x • R m : Q . - lX  = 0, Q ._ jx  • imD~,_j, j = 2 . . . .  ,#},  
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where 
Du_ j  := Qt,-J (Qu- j+l  + P , - j+IQt , - j+2 +""  + Pt,-~+l ""  Pu-2Qu-1)  
= Q~, - jP , - j+ I " ' "  P , - IA~XA.  
Further, (3.3), (3.4) lead to 
{ (x ,z )  ~ R m x R m : Q~,-lx = O, Qu- l z  = O, Qu-2x  = o, Q~,_jx = Du_~z , j = 3 , . . . ,# ,  
Qu_ jz  E im Du_j ,  j = 2 , . . .  ,#, Po " " . Pu-  l Z = -Po  " " " Pu - IAu l  BPo " " . Pu - lX  } , 
M1 = 1riG1 = {x E R m : Qu-xX = O, Qu-2x = o, Qu_ jx  E imDu_  j, j = 3 , . . . ,#} .  
In the index 1 case, that  is, for # = 1, we arrive at 
Mo = {x  E N m : Qox  = 0} = imPo,  
G1 = {(x ,z )  e R m x Rm:  Qox = O, Qoz = O, Poz = -PoA-~l SPox}  
and we get M1 = Mo. For each x E Mo, the set G1 provides a unique vector z E R m. Therefore, 
the DAE (3.1) generates the vector field 
z = Poz = -PoA11BPox ,  x c Mo = imP0. 
Next we turn to the case # = 2. Then we have 
~- {(X,Z) E R m X R m : QlX = O, Q lz  = o, Qox = o, Qoz E imQoQ1,  
PoPl z = - PoPI A21B PoPl X } . 
MI = {x c ]~m : Q lx=O,  Qox =O} = imPoP1 
is a proper  subset of 
Mo = {x E N m : Q lx  = 0, Qox E imQoQi} .  
Specifying (3.3) and (3.4) for # = 2 yields 
PoPxz + PoP IA21BPoP lx  = O, PoPly + PoP1A2~ BPoP lz  = O, 
Qox = QoQiz,  Qoz = QoQly,  
QlX =0,  Qxz =0.  
Consequently, we find 
TM1 = {(x, z) E R TM × ]R TM : QlX =- O, Qox = o, Q lz  = o, Qoz = 0}, 
:= g l  N TM1 --- {(x ,z )  E R "~ x R ra : QlX = o, Qox = o, QlZ = o, Qoz = o, 62 
PoPlZ = -PoP IA21BPoP lx  }, 
M2 := rxG2 = {x E R m : Qox = O, Q lx  = 0} = MI .  
In G2, there is exact ly one z for each x E M1. Hence, we obtain the vector field 
z = PoPlz = -PoP1A~IBPoP lx ,  x E MI = im POP1. 
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Now, returning to the general case, we derive 
= ~1NTM1 = {(x ,z)  E R m x R m : Q~- lx  = O, Q , -2x  = o, Q , - lZ  = o, Q~-2z = O, G2 
Q~_jx--- D~_jz, j = 3 , . . . ,#,  Q~_jz E imD~_j,  j = 3 , . . . ,#,  Po ' "  P~- lz  
= -Po""  P~- IA~IBPo "'" P~- lX} 
= {(x, z) • R m x R "~ : Q~_lX = o, Q~_~x = o, Q~_aX = o, Q~- lz  = o, Q~_2z = o, 
Q~_jx = D~_jz, j = 4 , . . . ,# ,  Q~_jz • imD~_j,  j = 3 , . . . ,# ,  Po"  " P~-lZ 
= -Po""  P~- IA;1BPo "'' Pt~-ix}, 
further 
M2 := 7rx~2 = {x • R m : Qt,-lX = O, Q~-2x = o, Qt~-3x = O,Q~_jx • imDt~_j, j = 4, . . .  ,tt}. 
At this point, we know that the following assertion can be verified. 
THEOREM 3.1. The given index # DAE (3.1) generates the vector tield 
z = -Po . . .P~_ IA~IBx ,  z • M~-I = imP0. ."  P~-I. 
For the constraint manifolds Mi, i = 0, . . . ,  #, it holds that 
Mi = {x • R m : Q~_jx = O, j = 1 , . . . , i  + 1,Q~_jx • imDt,_j, j = i + 2 , . . . ,#} ,  
further M0 ~ M1 D ...  D M r_ l  = M,.  
Comparing this result with the Kronecker normal form mentioned above (cf. (2.2), (3.2)), we 
find the next assertion. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For an index # matrix pair {A,B} and its Kronecker normal form, it holds 
that 
imP° ' "P~- l={F(o) :U•Rk} '  P° ' "P~- IA~IB=F(  W O) F - l "  
4. COMPARING WITH SPECTRAL PROJECT IONS 
Another different way to decouple a linear constant coefficient DAE is described in [9]. It goes 
back to spectral projections and Drazin inverses. 
Let G D denote the Drazin inverse of a given matrix G E L(l~m). Then GDG is known to be 
the so-called spectral projector which projects R m onto im G ~ along ker G ~. Here # denotes the 
index of G, that is, the smallest integer k for which ker G k = ker G k+l is true. The decomposition 
imG ~kerG ~=~m 
is known to be valid then. 
Consider the regular index # matrix pair {A, B}. Choose c c IR such that det(cA + B) ~ 0 
and introduce 
,4 := (cA + B) - IA ,  /~ := (cA + B) - IB .  
Then we turn to the DAE 
.4x'(t) + Bx(t) = 0, (4.1) 
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i.e., the equation (3.1) scaled by the nonsingular matrix (cA + B) -1. Next we multiply (4.1) 
by ~D and jBD(I -- .~D~), respectively. Carrying out a few technical calculations (e.g., [8--10]), 
we derive the system 
+ .4Phi(t) = O, (4 .2a)  
BD.ZI~)'(t) + ~(t) ---- 0. (4.2b) 
System (4.2) is equivalent to (4.1) via the decomposition 
x = Rx + ( I -  R)x =: ~+~,  
where R := .~D~ denotes the projector onto im .4~ along ker.4~. 
^ ^ 
Taking into account hat A, B commute, further 
we know the solution component ~(t) = (I - R)~(t) to vanish identically. In this context, the 
vector field induced by the DAE (3.1) is now described as 
z = -ADBx,  x E im R = im ,4~. (4.3) 
As a consequence, we obtain the next two assertions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given regular index # pair {A,B}. Then, for the caaomcal projectors provided 
by Theorem 2.2, it holds that 
M~-I = imP0. . .  P~-I - - imADA = im-4 ~. (4.4) 
COROLLARY 4.2. For A E L(Rm), # := ind A, it holds that 
im P0""  P~- 1 = im AA D = im A ~, 
with projectors Po,...,  P~-I provided by Theorem 2.2 for the pair {A,I}. 
Notice that Theorem 4.1 generalizes [8, Theorem A.15], where the respective index 1 relation 
So = im P0 = im.4 is given. 
The subspace im ,4~ corresponds to the so-called relative finite eigenvalues of the pair {A, B}, 
that is, to the eigenvalues of the block -W in the Kronecker form (2.2). On the other hand, 
kerA ~ is said to be the relative infinite eigenspace of {A, B} (cf. [1]). 
We close this section by discussing to some extent he system (cf. [11]) 
p'  - v = 0,  (4 .5a)  
v' + Kp + Dv + cTA = ], (4.5b) 
o = Op - h, (4.5c) 
which may be understood as a (linearized) equation of motion for a multibody system with 
rigid or elastic bodies and massless interconnections, p, v are position and velocity coordinates, 
denotes the generalized constraint force. K, D stand for the stiffness and damping matrices, 
C for the constraint matrix, f, h for the system and the kinematric excitations. C is supposed to 
have full rank. System (4.5) is well known to represent an index 3 DAE. 
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In [11], the related ODE x'(t) = -ADBx(t) is called the "Drazin ODE of the DAE." Further, 
its coefficient matrix ~DB as well as the spectral projector R = ~D~ are explicitly derived as 
[ ( I -H)DH I -H  !]  
_.~D~ = | --(I -- H).A2I - ( I  - H)D( I  - H) , (4.6) 
[ FTA31 FT{D( I  - H)D - g}( I  - H) 
( I  - H)DH I - H , (4.7) 
R= -FT  {K( I -  H) + D( I -  H)DH} -FT  D( I -  H) 
where 
F := C T (CC T ) - I ,  H := FC, 
•21 :=  K( I  - H) + D(I  - H)DH, 
,431 := { -g  + D(I - H)D}( I  - H)DH + D(I  - H)K( I  - g) .  
On the other hand, the matrix chain for 
[i°i] [i°i] Ao = I , Bo = D , Qo = 0 0 0 0 
yields (el. [12]) 
r °i] Q2 = H-  (IH- H)DH 0 . L -F r (  I + DH) 0 
Further, we have 
} S2={xER m:B2xE im.42}= ER m:Cp=0 , 
and Q2 projects onto kerA2 along $2. Q2 = Q2A31BPoP1, Q1 = Q1P2A31BPo are satisfied. 
Next we form [ 0 0 
Qo := QoP1P2A31B = 0 0 . 
FT{K( I  - H)  - D(X  - H)( I  - D)H} F-r m( I  - H) 
Forming a new matrix chain with Qo as initial projector instead of Qo, we obtain with Qo, 
Q1 = Q1, Q2 = Q2 canonical projectors due to Lemma A.2. With the product 
PoPIP2 = (I - H) I - H , (4.8) 
-FT  {K( I -  H) + D( I -  H)DH} -FT  D( I -  H) 
we obtain exactly the same projector as given in (4.7), thus 
R =/50PIP2, further M =/50Pl/52A31B. 
Comparing with (4.7), (4.6), we verify 
P0P IP2  = it{ = 2~DA, M = ~D/~ (4.9) 
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for the system (4.5), and hence, the matrix chain provides precisely the spectral projector with 
PoP1P2. 
Naturally the question arises whether Po""  P. -1 and R = .~D~ are identical in general. 
THEOREM 4.3. For any regular index # pair {A, B} and the canonical projectors given by The- 
orem 2.2, it holds that Po " " P~- I  = R, i.e., Po " " P~- I  projects onto imA ~ along ker fi.~. 
PROOF. The special construction of the canonical projectors leads to 
M~_ 1 = ker A0 @ ker A @.. .  ~ ker A~_ 1. 
Taking into account formula (4.4), it remains to show that 
kerA0 @-..  ~ ker A~_I = kerA ~'. (4.10) 
Denote for short Ni := ker Ai, i -- 0 , . . .  ,# - 1. Next we prove the inclusions 
ker .2 ,kC_No@. . .@Nk_ l ,  k=l , . . . ,#  (4.11) 
by means of simple induction. For k = 1, ker A = ker A = No is given trivially. Let x E ker ~2, 
x = aoxo + a lX l  with fi, xo = 0, ,4Xl = xo, or equivalently 
Axo = O, AXl  = (cA + B)xo = Bxo. (4.12) 
Since xo = Qoxo, the second relation of (4.12) may be rewritten as (A + BQo)(PoXl  -Qoxo)  = O. 
Thus, Pox1 - Qoxo • ker A1 = N1, 
P0Xl - Ooxo = 01  (Pox1 - Qox0)  = Q lX l ,  
hence Xl = QoXl + Pox1 = Qoxl  + Qoxo + Q lx  belongs to No @ N1, thus x • No ~ N1. 
Suppose (4.11) to be valid for k _< ~ and consider x • ker,4 TM, 
X = OLoX 0 -~- • • • + O~t - lX t -1  + O~tXt 
with -4Xo = O, Axl = xo , . . . ,  Axt = xe-1, or equivalently 
Axo = O, Ax l  = Bxo, Ax2 = cBxo + BX l , . . .  
Axe = ce- l  Bxo + . . .  + cBxt -2  q- Bxe-1 .  (4.13) 
Because of xo • No, . . . ,  xt-1 • No $ - . .  @ Nt-1, the expression B := c2-1Bxo +. . .  + Bxe-1  may 
be reformulated as 
B = BQoYco + BPoQI~I  + ' "  + BPo . . .  Pe -2Qt - lxe -1 .  
Recall further that Ae = A + BQo +. . .  + BPo . .  . P t -2Qe-1 ,  AePe- l  " .  Po = A,  AeQo = BQo,  
AeQ~ = BPo . . .  P i - lQ i ,  i = 1, . . .  ,g. Hence from (4.13), it follows that 
At (Pe-l""" Poxt - QoYco . . . . .  Qe-lYce-1) = o, 
or  
Pe- l  " " " Poxe - QoYco . . . . .  Qe-lYCe-1 = Qexe. (4.14) 
Finally, decomposing 
xe = Poxe + Qoxe = P1Poxt + Qlxe + Qoxt . . . . .  Pt-1 "'" Poxt + Qe- lx t  + ' "  + Qoxt  
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and taking into account that (4.14) implies 
Pe-1" .. Pox~ ~ No e ... ~ N~-I eNd,  
we learn that x~ belongs to No ~... ~N~, but then x does so, too. Thus we are done with (4.11). 
Due to (4.11), kerA ~ is a subspace of No ~... G N~-I. For reasons of dimensions, 
ker~" = No ~-.. • N,-I 
has to be true then indeed. | 
COROLLARY 4.4. Given A E L(Rm), # = ind A and projectors Po,..., P~-I provided by Theo- 
rem 2.2 for the pair {A, I}. Then 
Po" " P,-1 = AA D. (4.15) 
Possibly, formula (4.15) offers an acceptable way for computing the spectral projector AA D 
numerically. However, there is no experience on this up to now. 
APPENDIX  
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
Given a regular index # matrix pencil {A, B}, A, B E L(Rm). Starting with any projector 
Q0 E L(R m) onto the nullspace of A0 :-- A, we form the matrix chain 
Aj+I :=  Aj + BjQj, Bj+I := BjPj, 
P j := I -Q j ,  QjEL(Rm) ,  Q~=Qj,  imQj=kerA j ,  j>O,  Bo:=B.  
Due to [2, Section 1], the matrices A0,. . . ,  A~-I are singular but A~ is nonsingular. Further, the 
projectors Q1,. . - ,  Q~-I may be chosen such that 
QjQi = 0, for j > i 
and Q~-I projects onto kerA~_l along the subspace 
S~-1 := {z E R m : B~-lz E imAm,_1}. 
Then, Q~-I = Q~,-1A~IB,-I holds true, i.e., Q , - I  is canonical. 
Next we consider 
Q0 := QoPI"'" P,-IA-~IBo. 
Because of 
BoQo = At, Qo, C2oQo = Qo, 
it turns out that (~0 represents another projector onto ker A. 
Now, starting with fi,0 := A,/30 := B, and Q0, we proceed as above and generate a new matrix 
chain Aj , /~j,  j = 1 . . . .  , #. However, this time we realize a special choice also of the projectors 
(~1,  • • • ,  (~g- -1 .  
LEMMA A.1. 
Aj = AjF , 
Fj := I  + QoPo + (~1P1 +""  + O,j-IPj-1, 
(~j :--QjPj+I"'" Pg- IA~B3 projects onto ker fi~3, j = 1,. . .  ,/z - 1. 
PROOF. We have 
A~ = A + BOo = A + BQoQo = A + BQo - BQoPo 
= A1 + Al(~0P0 = A~F1. 
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The matrix F1 = I + (2oPo is nonsingular, its inverse is F I  1 = I - QoPo. Let Q1 := QIP2"'"  
P~,_xA~IB1. Is it an appropriate projector? Since B1Q1 = A~,Q1, we have Q1Q1 = Q1, Q12 = (01. 
Hence, (~1 is a projector onto ker A1. In consequence, 
(21 := F;-lO,1F1 
represents a projector onto ker.41. Trivially, Q1F1 = Q1, further O, oPoQ1 = QoPI"'" P~,-1A'~ 1 
BPoQ1 = 0, thus QoPoQ1 = 0, and finally 
~1 = ~1. 
In fact, Q1 is the right projector. It has the following useful properties: 
Q1Qo = 0, Q1Qo = 0, QlPl  = -QxPl ,  QoQ1 = Qo~)x. 
Now, let .4j = AjFj ,  Oq = Q jP j+ I " "P , - IA~IB j ,  and /50./Sj - IQj  = P0""P j - I (~ j ,  j = 
1 , . . . ,  k < # - 1, be valid. We show that these relations become true also for j = k + 1. 
Taking into account hat 
AkFk = Ak+lPkFk = Ak+l (Pk + QoPo +""  + Q,k- lPk -1)  , 
BPo""  PIc-lO, k = BPo" " Pk-lQk(2k = Ak+lQk(2k, 
we compute 
.Ak+l = ftk + BkQk + AkFk + BPo ' "  /sk-lQk 
--- Ak+l (Pk + QoPo +""  + Qk- lPk-1 + QkQk) 
= Ak+l (I  + QoPo +""  + Qk- lPk-1 -- Qk/sk) = Ak+lFk+l. 
Next we consider 
Qk+l := Qk+lPk+2"" P~,-1A~I Bk+I. 
Clearly, Q~+I = Qk+l, (~k+lQk+l = Qk+l is true since Bk+lQk+l = A~,Qk+I. Therefore, (~k+l 
is a projector onto ker Ak+l, but then 
- -1  -- Q~+I := Fi+lQk+lFk+l 
represents a projector onto ker.4k+l. Note that -1 F/+ 1 = I -  Q, oPo . . . . .  QkPk. From Po""  PkQi 
= O, for i = 0 , . . . ,  k, it follows that 
Qk+iF~+l = ~)k+l. 
On the other hand, for j = 0 , . . . ,  k, it holds that 
(~jPj~)l¢+l = QjPjQk+IQk+I 
= QjP j+I""  P~,-1A;tBPo "'" Pj-lP~Qk+lQk+l 
= Q~Pj+I"'" P~,-1A~IBPo "'" PkQk+lO, a+l 
~-- O, 
thus - ~ - F~+~Qk+I = Qk+l, and we find the projectors Qk+l and (~k+l to be the same. It remains 
to check whether 
/50"" PkQk.+I = Po""  P~Qk+I 
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is also valid. Namely, we  have 
Do"" PkQk+l = (I -- Qo - PoQ1 . . . . .  /50.-. Pk-l(~k) 0k+l, 
= ( I -  (~o - Po(~l . . . . .  Po""  Pk-1(~k) (~+I, 
O.jO.k+l = Q, jPj+I"'" P. -1A' . I  BPo "'" Pj-l(~k+l 
= QjPj+I . . .  P~-IA;1BPo ... Pj-1 (Pj + Qj) Qk+l 
= QjO, k+l + QjPj+I . . .  P~,-1A.IBPo ' ' '  PkQk+lO.k+l 
= QjOk+l,  j = 0 , . . . ,  k, 
and thus 
/50.../Sk(~k+l = (I -- Qo . . . . .  Po. . .  Pk-IQk) 0k+l 
= P0"" PkQk+l- I 
Since Q~-I projects onto ker A~_I along the subspace S~-1, it holds that (cf. [8, Lemma A.14]) 
Q~-I = Q~-IA~I B~-I • 
On the other hand, Lemma A.1 leads to 
Q~-I := Q. -1A . IB . -1  = Q. - I ,  
and hence, the projectors Q~-I, (~-1 are identical. In particular, this means 
kerA~_l = ker A~_I,S~_I = S~-1, 
where we simply denoted 
~)~--1 :---- {z G Rm : B~- lz  E imA~,-1} •
Due to [8, Lemma A.14], the relation for canonical projectors 
Q~-I = ~),-1A;1B,-1 
is given for our new (marked by "-") projectors. Next we show Q~-2 to be also canonical; i.e., 
(~-2 = 0~-215~-1A:11~.-2 • 
Namely, we have P.-1 = P~-l, A .  = A.F~,, F~ = F~,-1 = I + QoPo +""  + 0..-1 = I + Q, oPo + 
• "" -b (~-2P~-1, and 
= Q~_2P~_IA;1BPo ... P~-3P~- IF ;1A;1B 
= Q~-2P~-IA'. IBPo "'" P. -3 (/'.-2 + Q.-2) P . -1F~IA~IB  
= Qu_2P~,_IA-~IBPo... P~_IF~IA~IB + Q._2P~_IF~IA~IB.  
Since 
Po ' "  P . -1F ;  1 = Po" " P . -1  ( I  - Q, oPo . . . . .  (~-2Pz-2) 
=Po."P~- l ,  
Q . -2P . -1F ;  1 = Q.-2 (P.-1 -- (~0P0 . . . . .  (~.-2P.-2) 
= Q.-2P.-1 - -  Q.-2(~.-2P.-2 
= Q. -2P . - I  - (~-2P~-2, 
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we obta in  
C2,_2P,_lA;l  [~_2 = Q,_2P,_ IA;1BPo . . . P~_IA;1B 
+ Q, -2P , - IA~IB  - Q ,_2p ,_ IA~IBPo . . .  P,_2A~IB. 
Adding the first and last term on the right-hand side, we derive 
(~,_2p,_ lA;1/},_2 -1 p -1 - = -Q, -2P~- IA  u BPo. . .  u-2Q,-1A~ B +Q,_2P ,_ IA ,1B  
= Q,_2P ,_ IA~IB 
= Q, -2P , - IA~IBPo  "'" P,-3. 
Thus we have arrived at 
p -1 Q, -2  :-- Q , -2  , -1A ,  B~-2 -- Q't~-2 p,'*- 1A~. 1B,., ~-2; 
that means, Q, -2  is a canonical projector. 
Recall what we have proved by now. In the original matrix chain, only the last projector Q~-I is 
canonical. (Clearly, if # = 1, we are done.) Restarting the procedure and applying Lemma A.1, 
we find another matrix chain (marked by ... . .  ) having already the two canonical projectors 
Q~-I -- Qt,-1, Qt,-2. This gives rise to formulating the following Lemma A.2. 
Proving Lemma A.2, we verify Theorem 2.2 at the same time. 
LEMMA A.2. Let the projectors Q,-1, . . . , Qk be canonical, i.e., 
Qj = QjPj+I"'" P , -1A;1Bj ,  j = # - 1, . . . ,  k, 
is valid. Then (~j = Qj, j = # - 1, . . . ,  k, and 
PROOF. The equality of (~j and Qj, j = # - 1, . . . ,  k, is simply guaranteed by the construction 
(see Lemma A.1). This simplifies the expression for F~ to 
Ft~ = I + (~oPo +""  + Qk-lPk-1. 
We derive 
Qk- lPk ' ' "  Pu- lA;1Bk-1 
= Qk- lPk""  P~-IA~IBPo "'" Pk-2 (Pk-, + Qk-1) Pk""  P . - I F~IA~IB  
= Qk-*Pk""  P , -1A~*BPo ' "  P , -1F~IA~IB  + Qk- lPk""  P , -1F~IA~IB  
= Qk- lPk""  P~-IA~IBPo "'" P~- IA~IB + (Qk- lPk ' "  P~-I - (~k-lPk-1) A;1B.  
Because of 
Qk- lPk""  P , - IA~IBPo ' ' '  P , - IA~IB  - (2k-~Pk-~A;IB 
= Q~-IP~"" P~-IA~IBPo "'" P, -1A~ 1B - Qk- lPk""  P~-~ 
A~I BPo . . . P~_~ . Pk_ IA~ B 
= Qk- IP}""  P~-IA;1BPo "'" Pk-1 (I -- P}. . .  P,-1)  A;1B 
= Q~-IP~"" P , - IA ;~BPo "'" Pk-~ (P~'"  P,-2Q~-~ +""  + P~Qk+I + Qk) A~B 
=0, 
we conclude 
C2~-1P~... P~- ,A~[~- I  = Qk- IP}""  P , -1A~IB  
= Q~- IPk""  Pt~-IA;1B~-I = Qk-1. l 
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